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Abstract 

 

The climate trend today is reflected in the national, regional and sectoral socio-economic strategies of both 

developed and developing countries. Most often, the climate trend is presented in the form of predicted values of 

temperature increase on the Earth's surface by 1.5-2.0 degrees and the facts of the occurrence of the most probable 

weather risks. Practice shows that when making forecasts of socio-economic development, adverse 

hydrometeorological phenomena are not included in the system of significant and naturally occurring factors. 

Therefore, they do not find the necessary reflection in strategic documents. At the same time, weather anomalies 

systematically cause material and economic damage. The authors put forward a hypothesis about the significance of 

the factor of dangerous weather phenomena in the system of climatic factors that determine the level of agricultural 

production development and structural changes in the branches of the agro-industrial complex. The scientific task, 

to which the study is directed, is to establish a causal relationship between climatic parameters and production and 

economic indicators of the efficiency of the crop sub-sector. For this, a unique database was collected, which 

included values systematized by types of weather anomalies over the past 30 years in the context of the constituent 

entities of the Russian Federation. This made it possible to determine the most typical dangerous weather 

phenomena for different regions that cause material damage. In the sub-sector of crop production, these are wind, 

heavy rains, extreme fire hazard and a combination of these phenomena. A clear relationship has been established 

between their number and the dynamics of crop production. The most vulnerable categories of producers to each 

type of hazardous weather phenomena have been identified. The relationship between climatic variables and 

economic efficiency of the crop production sub-sector is determined. The results of the analysis will serve as a 

justification for the need to take into account dangerous weather phenomena in the system of the most meaningful 

trends when predicting the impact of climate change on agricultural production and food security of the country. 

This will contribute to the development of relevant sectoral and regional adaptation strategies in the face of the 

onset of the most probable natural and climatic risks. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

The world community is increasingly 

agreeing that the risks driven by climate 

change, in terms of the likelihood of 

occurrence and the expected size of losses 

among global risks of social inequality, 

terrorist attacks, epidemiological threats, etc., 

are among the most significant threats to the 

world in medium and long term. There is 

concern about the risk that states will not be 

able to minimize the impact of global climate 

change and adapt to them [27].  

Climate change does not consist only in an 

increase in the average air temperature near 

the Earth's surface by 1.5-2 degrees. It 

manifests itself in all components of the 

climate system, including changes in the 

intensity and frequency of dangerous and 

adverse weather phenomena. 

The topic of chaotically occurring hazardous 

weather phenomena and their significance in 

the system of climatic factors was revealed by 

the Nobel Prize Laureate in Physics 2021 

Klaus Hasselman. He developed a model that 

"ties together weather and climate", thereby 

showing that "climate models can be reliable 

despite the fact that the weather is changeable 

and chaotic" [28]. According to the regularly 

published assessment reports of the 

International Panel of Experts on Climate 

Change (IPCC) and the United Nations Food 

and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the 

number of climate anomalies and macro-level 
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natural disasters in recent decades has 

increased 4 times in terms of climate 

disasters, and 6 times in hydrological ones [7]. 

At the same time, in the countries with the 

most productive agriculture, an increase in the 

number of negative weather events, their 

duration and intensity was observed [3]. 

National adaptation plans in different states 

have basic similarities and differences, which 

depend on the level of development of 

countries, the degree of exposure of the 

economy and society to natural and climatic 

risks, and priorities of state policy. National 

approaches are based on different scientific 

theories, different analytical assessments of 

what is happening, differences in determining 

national priorities in relation to sustainable 

development and an ambiguous interpretation 

of the main provisions of the concept. 

The institutional basis of the state policy for 

adaptation of Russian agriculture to global 

climate change is made up of a number of 

regulatory documents at the national (federal) 

level (Climate Doctrine of the Russian 

Federation, National Action Plan for the first 

stage of adaptation to climate change for the 

period up to 2022, etc.). According to the 

main statements of the federal law "On 

Strategic Planning in the Russian Federation", 

in the regions of the Russian Federation, 

strategies for socio-economic development for 

the medium and long term should be 

developed and approved [5]. Separately, 

sectoral strategies for adaptation to the 

consequences of global climate change began 

to be developed. We have determined that 

most of these regulatory documents contain 

only general formulations and goals.  

The “Strategy for the development of the 

agro-industrial and fishery sectors of the 

Russian Federation for the period up to 2030” 

in the system of key risks indicates, inter alia, 

climatic and agro-ecological threats caused by 

unfavorable climatic changes and abnormal 

natural phenomena, an increase in the share of 

degraded lands, and a decrease in land fertility 

agricultural purposes, the consequences of 

natural and man-made emergencies [15]. At 

the same time, in a number of key regions, the 

factors of the internal environment that 

threaten the sustainable development of 

agricultural systems include a high degree of 

influence of natural and climatic conditions 

on agricultural production. A detailed analysis 

of strategic planning documents for the 

development of the agro-industrial complex of 

the Krasnodar Territory, Stavropol Territory, 

Lipetsk, Saratov and Rostov Regions was 

carried out. As a result, it was found that the 

vector of adaptation is present in regional 

strategies in the form of general phrases and 

statements. The system of tasks marks the 

implementation of the principles and 

provisions of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development, international environmental 

and climate programs and agreements. 

The fact of the susceptibility of the region's 

agriculture to the risks of emergencies and the 

occurrence of anomalous natural phenomena 

is highlighted. At the same time, attention is 

drawn to the underestimation of the 

accounting of the consequences of the impact 

of hazardous natural phenomena on various 

aspects of agricultural production. 

The examples of 1998, 2005 and 2010 years 

show that the repetition of several lean years 

leads to an imbalance in agricultural 

production, a sharp reduction in its carryover 

stocks, thereby creating a threat to domestic 

food consumption [12]. The growing number 

of dangerous weather events, an increase in 

their frequency and intensity, can create risks 

for the sustainable development of agriculture 

and food security of the country [21]. 

In the Food Security Doctrine of the Russian 

Federation, among the risks and threats to 

ensuring food security, climatic and 

agroecological threats are identified, caused, 

inter alia, by unfavorable climatic changes 

and anomalous natural disasters [6]. When 

structuring risks by components of food 

security, three groups are obtained: risks of 

ensuring the physical availability of food; 

risks of ensuring the economic availability of 

food; quality risks. The risks of ensuring the 

physical availability of food are directly 

related to agricultural production [26]. 

According to experts' forecasts, the number of 

extreme hydrometeorological events with 

potential material and social damage will 

continue to grow [13,18]. The large spatial 

extent of the Russian Federation, risky 
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farming and differentiated agricultural 

production determine the high importance of 

the accelerated introduction of measures to 

adapt regional agri-food systems to global 

climatic changes. At the same time, without a 

quantitative assessment of risks, it is difficult 

to build a system of adaptation measures 

aimed at mitigating the consequences of their 

impact. The current regulatory framework 

does not facilitate their mandatory analysis 

and quantitative accounting when developing 

or adjusting strategies. Shpakova R.N. rightly 

notes that this is a violation of the principle of 

realistic strategic planning [22]. The purpose 

of our study is to identify a causal relationship 

between climatic, production and economic 

parameters in the crop production sub-

industry. The results of the analysis will serve 

as a justification for the need to take into 

account dangerous weather phenomena in the 

system of the most meaningful trends when 

predicting the impact of climate change on 

agricultural production and food security of 

the country. This will contribute to the 

development of an up-to-date strategy for 

adaptation of agriculture in the context of the 

probable onset of natural and climatic risks. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
In recent years, a large number of studies have 

been devoted to analyzing the impact of 

climate change on various aspects of 

agricultural production. Quantitative 

measurement, combined with a variety of 

modeling and observation methods and 

approaches that focus on fundamental 

processes, captures the underlying drivers of 

crop yield, which may well include 

biophysical as well as production factors. In 

this regard, in more than half of the works, the 

risk was fairly assessed in connection with the 

variability of the yield [2, 4, 16, 24] or the 

consequences of water scarcity [1]. General 

issues of the influence of changes in 

temperature regimes on agriculture are 

considered mainly as a uniform displacement 

of the temperature gradient. 

Today, the focus is increasingly shifting 

towards modeling and forecasting socio-

economic risks in the context of the prospects 

for climate change. In general, many Russian 

researchers come to the conclusion that the 

shift in temperature regimes will increase 

productivity in the field of crop production in 

the Northern and Far Eastern regions of the 

country, while reducing productivity in the 

southern and central regions [8,14]. 

Specialists of the A.I. Voeikov Main 

Geophysical Observatory, based on the 

assessment of vulnerability and risks of 

under-harvesting of spring wheat during 

droughts, were found that in most of the 

Central federal district the risk of under-

harvesting of spring wheat is assessed as 

"very low" and "low". Siptits S.O., 

Romanenko I.A., Evdokimova N.E. provide a 

forecast assessment of the gross production of 

grain and leguminous crops in the Russian 

Federation until the end of the 21st century, 

subject to the implementation of the climatic 

scenario RCP 4.5 and maintaining the size of 

sown areas at the current level by 2080. 

According to the authors’ calculations, an 

increase in the average potential gross harvest 

of grain and leguminous crops is expected 

[23]. 

At the same time, Kattsov, V.M., Shkolnik 

I.M. et al. assessed long-term changes in yield 

factors in regions specializing in grain 

production. The authors come to the 

conclusion that an increase in the number of 

adverse weather and climatic conditions by 

the end of the 21st century will have an 

increasing impact on the process of growing 

cereals [11]. 

Does the decrease in productivity of the 

southern regions compensate for the increase 

in the growing season and mitigation of risks 

in the regions of the North and Far East? This 

issue requires a detailed study of the 

dependence of the influence of various types 

of hazardous weather phenomena on the 

cultivated crop, as well as the structure of 

producers. 

Our focus on hazardous weather events is 

determined by their direct impact on the 

leading and export-oriented branch of Russian 

agriculture - crop production. In our research, 

we consider the problem in the medium and 

long term. The hypothesis is put forward that 

various types of unfavorable 
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hydrometeorological phenomena have a 

regularity and significant weight in the system 

of climatic factors affecting the production 

and economic indicators of crop production, 

as well as its structural balance. 

To test the hypothesis, we systematized 

adverse weather events that caused material 

and economic damage by type and duration of 

exposure. Based on the data of selective 

federal statistical observation on agricultural 

production and weather data, Federal Service 

for Hydrometeorology and Environmental 

Monitoring (Roshydromet) has built a system 

of indicators that allows characterizing the 

degree of weather impact on the efficiency of 

the crop production sub-sector. The 

calculation of the correlation coefficients 

between production, climatic and economic 

variables has been carried out. The correlation 

of the obtained data with the current structural 

dynamics in the class of crop producers was 

investigated. 

For empirical analysis, the meteorological 

data sets of the Roshydromet on the number 

of hazardous weather events on the territory 

of the Russian Federation were formed. The 

time period for climate data recommended by 

the World Meteorological Organization is 30 

years. This time interval is adhered to by 

researchers in the field of climate influence 

[17]. The maximum length of a number of 

hazardous weather phenomena types studied 

by us was 29 years, due to the fact that until 

1991 the statistical base in Russia in the 

chosen direction was fragmented. The sample 

included 14,014 observations in 84 

constituent entities of the Russian Federation 

in the context of the following types of 

adverse hydrometeorological phenomena that 

caused material and social damage: 

abnormally cold weather, wind, hail, rain, 

downpour, freshet, flood, extreme fire hazard, 

a complex of unfavorable weather phenomena 

[29]. 

The information base of the study includes the 

values of indicators calculated based on the 

materials of the Federal State Statistics 

Service of the Russian Federation on regional 

development of agricultural production, 

reports of the Ministry of Agriculture of the 

Russian Federation. 

Statistical approaches are most often used to 

study trends in yield under conditions of 

changes in the natural and climatic 

environment. However, potential variables 

explaining yield tend to be confused due to 

the strong correlation between these variables, 

which complicates the interpretation of 

empirically derived relationships.  

Therefore, in working with sets of statistical 

data, combined methods of economic and 

statistical analysis were used, which made it 

possible to get an idea of the dependence of 

climatic, economic and production indicators, 

as well as correlate with the current structural 

shifts in the industry. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The expediency of using the system of 

indicators is dictated by the narrow 

specialization of individual indicators, 

reproducing only one side of the phenomenon 

under study. There is a need for the integrated 

use of a number of indicators in the form of a 

system that makes it possible to obtain a 

reliable and versatile description of the trends 

or phenomena under study. 

With regard to our research, indicators were 

selected that can be conditionally divided into 

three groups: climatic, industrial and 

economic.  

The group of climatic factors included the 

types of unfavorable hydrometeorological 

phenomena most often manifested on the 

territory of the Russian Federation, as well as 

the total number of unfavorable weather 

events that caused material and economic 

damage.  

The group of production indicators includes 

the gross harvest of grain and leguminous 

crops, the proportion of economic entities of 

various organizational and legal ownership in 

the general structure of crop producers.  

The balanced financial result of the crop 

production sub-sector for the year is taken as 

the most important economic indicator that 

allows to reflect the significance of hazardous 

weather events (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Description of the analyzed variables 

 
Source: Compiled by the authors. 
 

The matrix of paired correlation coefficients 

of the main production, economic and 

climatic indicators, built on the basis of 

systematized data, indicates the presence of a 

close relationship between some features 

(Table 2). Table 2 shows that the change in 

the number of unfavorable weather events 

causing material and economic damage has 

the greatest impact on the dynamics of the 

gross harvest of grain and leguminous crops. 

This is felt to the greatest extent by 

agricultural organizations (correlation 

coefficient -0.807), to a lesser extent - by PFH 

(peasant (farm) households) (correlation 

coefficient -0.620). The maximum weather 

anomalies occurred in 2010 - 1,095 units. 

While the sown area remained unchanged, the 

gross grain harvest in the “peak” year 

decreased by 31% from the average value. 

The minimum number of dangerous weather 

events on the territory of the Russian 

Federation for the specified period was 

recorded in 1992 - only 299 units. In general, 

a general tendency for the growth of the 

number of climatic risks in the territory of the 

Russian Federation can be noted (Fig. 1). 
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Table 2. Matrix of paired correlation coefficients of the main production, economic and climatic indicators of  

the plant growing subsector in the Russian Federation 

Sum C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 Е1 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15

Sum 1

C1 0.1192494799447061

C2 0.30381906996284-0.1942590128491751

C3 0.346045670105668-0.1968224498023960.07496677676309491

C4 0.138546514011505-0.1220249484595950.0243854420683460.04394771131324421

C5 0.625928891670083-0.00004015741091878520.5647173954042070.253676166342726-0.2354448824230081

C6 0.323360243188098-0.04217823129821560.3303749168651980.17722821669090.7827431535962610.0003707044154961241

C7 -0.225408545925705-0.225558820666150.004223980888077540.4798498639247680.2485355435633560.267762834693748-0.0532781915626641

C8 -0.390138620384021-0.2025365928975550.781933205005616-0.0221306210605256-0.2140024089703610.4875512022003110.0613670111043612-0.2564770240355521

C9 -0.03268983646370160.4431263292136680.03034579480058610.0840372320702653-0.338565201445499-0.0687785994632483-0.1539383178663750.00981983290381679-0.08290727550764241

Е1 -0.27125711639798-0.3375768376546340.411813994726057-0.1052502992073510.720881211702372-0.1628497840927510.6602847961572660.02505867042740420.197931674128216-0.2048181543008691

P1 -0.80695577046118-0.494769296959694-0.136055288013163-0.1795468254505350.547427295327319-0.5104930584034420.3096635077725630.0266276738599466-0.377697360179018-0.1997792656438740.600560409652521

P2 -0.620202891394381-0.4434923014007070.124587702621387-0.0872971018814390.776870649589004-0.2849867334251390.6344521202508340.0832867137035152-0.120140762055913-0.3373747918613550.7394120123788680.8653246050711911

P3 -0.463507452044691-0.1721528826279740.130271223952413-0.1179404027693820.693070997842979-0.5459292797743720.5190167613246340.0732907722337774-0.0809795170220737-0.311653434098290.6255066640686070.5709430048138830.6917307398290931

P4 0.4217391607509370.276832389810534-0.18312475050328-0.820032633090918-0.8200326330909180.340988524831023-0.706856420840557-0.1429950879330560.1080583249885840.217654669629947-0.783985587964894-0.716553598895703-0.919214456186851-0.8294794732965441

P5 0.4912127164861860.329922920268062-0.111751931215429-0.123873068839326-0.7534298771799320.0573648296026642-0.555803450349468-0.4455845628253650.3165035610579990.181197869091675-0.649440233496291-0.726601575752002-0.836828138503021-0.5089769331346120.8172640908889141

P6 -0.559103325241266-0.085360329026791-0.0303459054047161-0.3023828925540370.730123504067513-0.4167379312151780.5444170319958790.0707468971977627-0.366381506348508-0.1348948025224990.583533602612640.7842179504907820.8498330345241550.721291915585178-0.883062809655581-0.7856083790796991

P7 -0.569935199835845-0.135291086010453-0.0096334619373997-0.2660879689729640.658438345706253-0.2254753485873680.5250880089486960.160596406044936-0.386726584624847-0.1230036884931990.4973128790459310.7252504412426090.8015194161951240.567969127598541-0.792380233194029-0.7989006277173830.9516632972236721

P8 0.5312198325512910.2763707876437530.1916147521146540.494507392511941-0.6440808503945320.581856559401885-0.4575407478768110.1624340635739180.3963542219032560.129097718459873-0.482588060087962-0.712802943930554-0.745205196092876-0.6315554783787220.7797177006473020.609992155000777-0.873022356069656-0.7756517490525451

P9 0.6020450003662790.5765208972176930.3894602913461540.311507619070334-0.6247675696071090.788976302886278-0.4070723636104670.1165228091992330.5141023419693710.0933327355607421-0.441039006189856-0.73191025466892-0.678291074917198-0.6911056828452770.7245839655076550.524577905660485-0.806276015243854-0.6760679707653620.9052157043930271

P10 0.5328517414034680.0851067369178684-0.01096561739498920.281426618485706-0.7523068166762810.418315158884211-0.576072816737944-0.08263322730799040.3344085837945420.145970696889557-0.619081911671746-0.766243525830848-0.853067064551087-0.7685900580345090.9105538300542920.790172123218459-0.996069749139572-0.9364385577716730.8691094568335530.8052223986811911

P11 0.5468667201252440.156025255995416-0.004916702318699720.276089089981794-0.7319868808878120.374247286009612-0.573340917470204-0.1181186695258420.3377431924109790.167688666194499-0.581571125365838-0.747493435552186-0.850436878556413-0.7463002567591960.9025601916324570.795320157196634-0.988012451695089-0.960580210346130.8564047834876490.7911355743917510.9906684850967151

P12 -0.434319287272894-0.2801213448773070.161635410000738-0.1029114424071080.819676707261026-0.360883624452230.7003172643077880.125397324958489-0.127891693639754-0.2148887788385490.776931217815990.7258161853662790.9202977277185790.827846445480728-0.999201170823946-0.814872448085440.8941319721599530.801820022566581-0.804116755780363-0.745721219756175-0.919983190884009-0.9115828704366991

P13 -0.523248387589601-0.3399389653953910.06744939377002870.08654462001011790.773297646480482-0.1315367298999540.5651856796514840.409704185425397-0.349511588700286-0.180397542888350.6652961608268710.7584422846101350.8573630461465060.548765512549456-0.843409774254348-0.9965132244587460.8214978035025240.821299747425906-0.66521851803403-0.593782216930149-0.825707758757552-0.8291926520154590.8432209105982481

P14 -0.492475876485454-0.08259075473291650.0645199646833071-0.2508868780292750.77229154852595-0.4154482486691190.6104380601611660.0971080057866517-0.288930301961626-0.158647927697490.6571633757461360.7338805459526730.8472434675384080.821019466595028-0.935575903392245-0.7868156612714870.9792556428211540.905648411411723-0.853810068152617-0.79438943917747-0.993354214490393-0.9824765615300530.9427635618236330.8214739057316361

P15 -0.487119108223646-0.1653347819798580.0180438032315313-0.2659688056102390.748703764178726-0.4857268195675950.5777725550689410.0704963185522765-0.268680276011382-0.1972920645918960.6249166063203320.7156171696482790.836032671991160.859032316871969-0.941221062977828-0.7361762525828840.9523137191702060.856651414564933-0.871058730243983-0.842143614417745-0.971339409753099-0.9663029351651920.94922417181720.7782944035154190.9846465963548331

Source: Authors' calculations based on data: a) Regions of Russia. Socio-economic indicators. 2020: Statistical 

collection/Rosstat. - Moscow, 2020, - 1242 p. (In Russian); b) Information about dangerous and unfavorable 

hydrometeorological  phenomena that caused material and social damage on the territory of Russia. (In Russian) 

[19]. 
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of the total number of dangerous weather events and the gross harvest of grain and leguminous 

crops by farms of all categories for 1991 - 2019. 

Source: Own calculations based on data [20]. 
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In the total number of hazardous weather 

events, the largest share is made up of wind, 

rain, extreme fire hazard and their impact in 

aggregate. Moreover, the greatest impact on 

the gross harvest of grain and leguminous 

crops is exerted by rains. Figure 2 clearly 

shows the trend towards an increase in the 

amount of rain in the territory of the Russian 

Federation. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Gross harvest of grain and leguminous crops by agricultural organizations and PFH in the Russian Federation 

and the dynamics of rainfall for 1991-2019. 

Source: Own calculations based on data [19]. 

 

For small producers, who often do not have 

their own melioration system, the absence of 

rain threatens to destroy the crop (correlation 

coefficient 0.777). At the same time, in a 

rainy year, small forms of farming are able to 

increase their share in the total structure of 

grain crop producers, as evidenced by the 

correlation coefficient of -0.820 for 

agricultural organizations. The onset of heavy 

rains is closely correlated with hail 

precipitation. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Gross harvest of sunflower seeds by agricultural organizations and PFH in the Russian Federation and the 

dynamics of the complex of unfavorable weather phenomena in the territory of the Russian Federation of 

precipitation for 1991-2019. 

Source: Own calculations based on data [19]. 
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Table 2 shows that the most vulnerable 

category of producers from such a 

phenomenon as hail turned out to be precisely 

large organizations - agricultural holdings. 

It is obvious that the factor of weather 

phenomena affects the change in the share of 

products produced by small farms in the 

structure of crop producers. For example, 

small farmers - sunflower producers are most 

susceptible to a complex of unfavorable 

weather events. Moreover, the maximum 

number of the aggregate of phenomena 

occurred in 2004 and 2006-2007 (Fig. 3).  

The most affected were the Kemerovo Region 

and Altai Territory, as well as other regions of 

the Siberian and Far Eastern Federal Districts. 

In these regions, the production of crop 

products predominates, mainly by small forms 

of farming. 

The indicators of the ratio of large, medium 

and small agricultural producers are closely 

statistically related and, accordingly, 

multicollinear. The same can be said about the 

presence of a linear relationship between this 

ratio and the size of the cultivated area. The 

larger the size of the sown (planting) area of a 

constituent entity of the Russian Federation, 

the smaller the share of households in the 

structure of producers of the main types of 

crop production. At the same time, an increase 

in the share of crop products grown by 

agricultural organizations in the region is 

typical (Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4. The structure of crop producers by farm categories and the size of the sown area of the regions in 2019. 

Source: Own calculations based on data [19]. 

 

Analyzing the structure of crop production by 

categories of farms, it should be noted that for 

regions with large sown areas (more than 4 

thousand hectares), agricultural organizations 

dominate (from 60 to 65%). The share of PFH 

in the total number of crop producers is 20-

25% on average. The remaining 15% falls on 

household farms. These regions include: 

Krasnodar and Stavropol Territories, Rostov 

and Voronezh Regions, and the Republic of 

Tatarstan. The following structure of 

agricultural producers is typical for regions 

with average productivity and sown area: 

agricultural organizations - 50%, PFH - 20%, 

households - 30%. This includes, for example, 

the Kirov, Bryansk and Penza regions, the 

Altai Territory, the Republic of 

Bashkortostan, etc. In regions with sown areas 

of less than 1,000 hectares: agricultural 

organizations - 33.5%, household farms - 

51.5%, PFH - 15.0%. The balanced financial 

result of small businesses is more dependent 

on the impact of climate risks [9]. Such 

regions are Kamchatka Territory, Tyumen, 

Sakhalin and Nizhny Novgorod regions, etc. 

The largest share in the structure of crop 

production is taken by the export-oriented 

grain industry, and in the leading regions in 

terms of sown areas, the main share is 

accounted for by agricultural organizations. 
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The positive balanced result of the crop 

production sub-sector is largely due to large 

integrated structures. The economic impact of 

climate triggers on the production of the main 

types of crop products is becoming more and 

more noticeable precisely in highly productive 

regions [10].  An effective measure of 

adaptation to climate change should be the 

creation of regional climate strategies for the 

development of agri-food systems. Science-

based forecasting is an integral part of 

strategy development. Moreover, a forecast is 

a system of interrelated hypotheses. A reliable 

forecast begins with factor analysis and 

selection of the most meaningful trends. 

When developing model tools for 

substantiating the directions of strategic 

development and placement of agriculture in 

regional agri-food systems, taking into 

account long-term climatic changes, the most 

common mistake is the condition of linear 

growth of greenhouse gas emissions. 

However, today the emission policy is being 

actively implemented in the Russian 

Federation. The new version of the low-

carbon development strategy of the Russian 

Federation until 2050, which assumes the 

achievement of the country's carbon neutrality 

by 2060, prioritizes the intensive (target) 

scenario, which assumes a 79% reduction in 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 [25]. This 

strategy, in contrast to the previous ones, links 

the low-carbon transformation in the Russian 

Federation with economic growth in the 

context of ensuring the competitiveness and 

sustainable economic growth of Russia in the 

context of the global energy transition. At the 

same time, the expected increase in the 

absorptive capacity of ecosystems (forestry 

and agriculture) should be taken into account. 

In addition, manufacturers will be forced to 

modernize their production in the direction of 

"green technologies". Multiplicative micro- 

and macro-effects should also be considered. 

The combination of scenarios leads to 

different expectations. 

A preliminary analysis showed that in the 

system of factors influencing regional crop 

production, unfavorable weather events have 

a significant weight. The dynamics of weather 

risks are superimposed on significant 

deviations in yield in “peak” and “disastrous” 

years. 

Mass grain production technologies used in 

Russia, a portfolio of advantages of export-

oriented agricultural holdings engaged in crop 

production, measures of state support for 

small agricultural producers - all this cannot 

yet compensate for the increased influence of 

natural factors. In addition, the asymmetry of 

the influence of various types of unfavorable 

hydrometeorological phenomena on different 

categories of producers is visible. In the 

future, this will change the ratio of large and 

small producers in the gross output of major 

agricultural crops. 

Climate risk management tools should take 

into account the structure of producers, 

production potential, the types of hazardous 

weather events most expected in the regions, 

etc. 

The increase in the number of unfavorable 

meteorological events in regions with a high 

proportion of crop production in the total 

volume of crop production in the Russian 

Federation, and mitigation of climate risks in 

the Northern and Far Eastern regions against 

the background of climate warming, will 

undoubtedly change the structure of regional 

production and transform production chains. 

But the increase in their intensity and the 

unpredictability of the offensive will 

neutralize the softening of temperature 

regimes and the expected increase in 

productivity in crop production in the 

northern regions. 

Changes in natural and climatic 

characteristics, possibly, will lead in the 

future to a revision of the criteria for 

assigning regions to the list of constituent 

entities of the Russian Federation, the 

territories of which are considered 

unfavorable for the production of agricultural 

products. In accordance with the Agreement 

of the World Trade Organization on 

Agriculture, these entities can be exempted 

from obligations to reduce state support for 

agricultural producers. 

Today, these are, for example, the republics of 

Komi, Kalmykia, Sakha (Yakutia), Perm and 

Primorsky Territories, Kaluga and Bryansk 
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regions, and others. There are 29 regions in 

total. 

The implementation of the strategy for 

sustainable development of the agro-food 

complex in Russia must meet the new 

requirements of the time. It seems relevant to 

form an institutional environment that will 

help increase the efficiency of state support 

for economic entities of various 

organizational and legal forms in the context 

of a changing natural ecosystem. We consider 

it expedient to improve the regulatory 

framework in the field of methodology for 

assessing and accounting for extreme weather 

events. The latter is especially relevant today. 

Estimates of expected climatic changes should 

be reflected in regulatory documents. For this, 

it is necessary to include quantitative 

characteristics of hazardous weather 

phenomena in the methodological base, 

develop a statistical base and a methodology 

for assessing risks. The data available in open 

statistical databases on the types of weather 

risks on the territory of the constituent entities 

of the Russian Federation are often 

incomplete, some are completely absent. 

Official data on damages are difficult to 

systematize and record. Therefore, the direct 

impact does not always create an objective 

picture of the territorial distribution of 

weather and climatic risks at the regional 

level, and the indirect one cannot be taken 

into account due to the lack of approved 

methods for calculating them. 

It is necessary to develop indicators and 

prescribe them in a legal and regulatory 

framework. In this connection, we consider it 

expedient in the Federal Law "On Strategic 

Planning in the Russian Federation" to 

duplicate the concept of risk given in 

"Methodological guidelines for the 

development and adjustment of the strategy of 

socio-economic development of a constituent 

entity of the Russian Federation", and indicate 

a list of types of possible risks with 

mandatory inclusion in this list is natural and 

climatic. As a rule, clarification of 

terminology in regulatory documents 

encourages developers to take this parameter 

into account when developing a strategy or 

when making a forecast of socio-economic 

development. 

Of course, regional climatic and resource 

characteristics will determine the specific 

content of both sectoral and regional 

strategies for adaptation to climate change, 

differentiated strategies for the development 

of various forms of agricultural producers and 

mechanisms of state support for agricultural 

producers will be developed. 

Sectoral, departmental, regional and territorial 

adaptation plans should be flexible and 

mutually agreed. Therefore, actions taken in 

this direction should be taken in a balanced 

manner, taking into account specific 

circumstances and have a complementary 

character (for example, improving regulatory 

documents at the sectoral level, and reducing 

the vulnerability of objects and areas most 

vulnerable to climatic effects - at the regional 

and territorial levels). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The systematization of unique data on 

weather phenomena made it possible to 

identify a tendency towards an increase in the 

number of adverse hydrometeorological 

phenomena that cause material damage. In the 

structure of natural risks over the past 30 

years, the largest share began to be taken by 

wind, rain, extreme fire hazard and the impact 

of such phenomena in aggregate. 

In the course of the analysis of correlations, a 

high connectivity of indicators of weather 

risks with indicators of crop production was 

established. A detailed analysis showed that 

the territorial distribution and dangerous 

weather phenomena characteristic of the area 

are closely correlated with the structural 

balance in the region's agriculture. Large 

agricultural organizations and agro-holdings 

occupying up to 80% of sown (planting) areas 

predominate in the structure of crop producers 

in more southern regions. 

At the same time, the increase in the number 

and intensity of weather risks in these regions, 

namely, showers and wind, cause enormous 

material damage. The softening of the 

temperature regime and the decrease in the 

number of weather risks in the Northern and 
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Far Eastern regions in the medium term is 

unlikely to contribute to the shift of large-

scale agricultural production there. Structural 

adjustment will be expressed in an increase in 

the share of households and PFHs in potato 

and sunflower cultivation. 

Thus, the results of the conducted analytical 

study confirmed the hypothesis that 

unfavorable hydrometeorological phenomena 

have a significant weight in the system of 

climatic factors. It has been proved that 

weather risks are one of the most significant 

and meaningful trends that simply need to be 

taken into account when making forecasts in 

order to form an export-oriented model of the 

agro-industrial complex. The factor of 

hazardous weather events and the structural 

shifts that they provoke should be taken into 

account when justifying adaptation measures 

of regional and sectoral development 

strategies. For this, it is important to develop a 

methodological toolkit that allows accounting 

in the statistical base and assessing weather 

risks with its further consolidation in the 

regulatory framework. 
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